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Find It EZ For Windows 10 Crack is a professional software utility that aims to increase the productivity of your business by performing whole source code searches in order to efficiently manage every software change. It supports a wide range of sources, like Crystal Reports, SAP
Dashboards (Xcelsius), SQL Server, Oracle Reports, Oracle, Amazon RDS cloud databases, MySQL, DB2, SQL Azure, Java, Excel and Word just to name a few. How it works To initiate a search, you have two methods, either use the 'Search Assistant' or select and configure settings from the

right side of the main window. If you want to configure the search options on your own, there are three types of search types to choose from, namely Boolean, Wildcard or Regular Expression. By choosing the Boolean search method, you can set the application to perform a whole
document search or a line by line one. Moreover, you can apply search filters, such as exact match, case sensitive or comments only. If you are a power user or a programmer, you might find the Boolean Search Builder option extremely useful because it enables you to create a search

query by defining your own expression. Help for beginner users With the help of the 'Search Assistant', you can set the application to search for a specific database object, code snippet or a variable to find any references throughout all the stored source codes, including within reports and
databases. It allows you to find all database objects (tables, stored procedures, indexes, sequences, views and synonyms). Also, it generates detailed content specification documents, extracts all SQL code, creates a database cross reference for your reports and updates all datasource

connections or replaces DNS qualified table names within Crystal Reports. Next, the Export Wizard aids you in creating or selecting the project you want to work with. Using projects enables you to group filters and directories between sessions, as well as save settings. The following step
lets you perform the search in both Crystal and Oracle Reports. Then you can select the folders and subfolders where you wish the application to look for reports. You can add as many directories as you need, without restrictions. Once you have completed these steps, you are prompted to
export the results as a XLS file, that can be saved on your computer or automatically opened. Conclusion All in all, Find it EZ is a comprehensive search and software change management tool for Crystal Reports designers, database developers and project managers that provides accurate

estimation and optimal design selection for maximizing productivity. Find it EZ
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HIGHLIGHTS ✓ Extracts database objects (tables, stored procedures, indexes, sequences, views, synonyms), generates detailed content specification documents and extract all SQL code ✓ Cross references your database tables and database objects with your report tables ✓ Replaces DNS
qualified table names within your Crystal Reports ✓ Updates datasource connections in your project ✓ Finds all objects, methods and variables within source codes ✓ Groups filters and directories between sessions and saves settings ✓ Allows you to search for Crystal Reports objects from
stored procedures and SQL server source code FUNCTIONS ✓ Extracts database objects (tables, stored procedures, indexes, sequences, views, synonyms), generates detailed content specification documents and extract all SQL code ✓ Cross references your database tables and database
objects with your report tables ✓ Replaces DNS qualified table names within Crystal Reports ✓ Updates datasource connections in your project ✓ Finds all objects, methods and variables within source codes ✓ Groups filters and directories between sessions and saves settings ✓ Supports
SQL Server, MySQL, Oracle, DB2, SQL Azure, Java, Excel and Word source code databases ✓ Automatically generates all search results in an Excel document, enables filtering and rearranging them ✓ Supports whole source code searches and line by line searches, searches for both texts

and numbers. ✓ Includes many search types such as Boolean, Wildcard or Regular Expression ✓ Supports Find Recursive, Whole Document, Whole Table, Whole Line and Line by Line searches ✓ Includes a powerful search builder that enables you to create a search query by defining your
own expression ✓ Includes filters like exact match, case sensitive and comments only ✓ Includes crystal reports filters and formatting ✓ Provides you with results in plain text as well as in Microsoft Excel format WILD CARD -- PROBLEM SOLVER ✓ Includes Wildcard search, which consists of

special characters that you can combine with each other. It searches for one of the specified characters. Also, in case of a missing character, the application will continue to look for the rest of the characters. This type of search is useful in finding whole names, parts of names, words or
keywords. To perform a search in Wildcard, click the Bool Check button. ✓ Provides wildcard searches with regular expressions. As the name implies, Wildcard searches with regular expressions enable you to find search patterns that are either aa67ecbc25
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Find it EZ is a professional software utility that aims to increase the productivity of your business by performing whole source code searches in order to efficiently manage every software change. It supports a wide range of sources, like Crystal Reports, SAP Dashboards (Xcelsius), SQL
Server, Oracle Reports, Oracle, Amazon RDS cloud databases, MySQL, DB2, SQL Azure, Java, Excel and Word just to name a few. How it works To initiate a search, you have two methods, either use the 'Search Assistant' or select and configure settings from the right side of the main
window. If you want to configure the search options on your own, there are three types of search types to choose from, namely Boolean, Wildcard or Regular Expression. By choosing the Boolean search method, you can set the application to perform a whole document search or a line by
line one. Moreover, you can apply search filters, such as exact match, case sensitive or comments only. If you are a power user or a programmer, you might find the Boolean Search Builder option extremely useful because it enables you to create a search query by defining your own
expression. Help for beginner users With the help of the 'Search Assistant', you can set the application to search for a specific database object, code snippet or a variable to find any references throughout all the stored source codes, including within reports and databases. It allows you to
find all database objects (tables, stored procedures, indexes, sequences, views and synonyms). Also, it generates detailed content specification documents, extracts all SQL code, creates a database cross reference for your reports and updates all datasource connections or replaces DNS
qualified table names within Crystal Reports. Next, the Export Wizard aids you in creating or selecting the project you want to work with. Using projects enables you to group filters and directories between sessions, as well as save settings. The following step lets you perform the search in
both Crystal and Oracle Reports. Then you can select the folders and subfolders where you wish the application to look for reports. You can add as many directories as you need, without restrictions. Once you have completed these steps, you are prompted to export the results as a XLS
file, that can be saved on your computer or automatically opened. Conclusion All in all, Find it EZ is a comprehensive search and software change management tool for Crystal Reports designers, database developers and project managers that provides accurate estimation and optimal
design selection for maximizing productivity. Find it E

What's New In Find It EZ?

Search across entire directory structure for matching database objects. When you search for database objects such as tables, procedures, views, functions, indexes, sequences, joins or synonyms, Find it EZ will extract database objects from database projects, reports, queries, forms, code,
stored procedures, Crystal Reports, Web Reports, Oracle Reports and more. Search across entire directory structure for matching database objects. Database objects such as tables, procedures, views, functions, indexes, sequences, joins or synonyms, each may contain text, comments,
ActiveX controls and values of any other type. Stored database objects can be categorized into groups such as tables, code, forms, queries, reports, expressions, views and external items. Each object can be fully described. Database reference for each database objects is built-in. Search
across entire directory structure. Search across entire directory structure for matching database objects. Find it EZ Key Features: Find it EZ's list of features are as follows: - Allows you to search across entire directory structure - Extract database objects from database projects, reports,
queries, forms, code, stored procedures, Crystal Reports, Web Reports, Oracle Reports and more - Stored database objects can be categorized into groups such as tables, code, forms, queries, reports, expressions, views and external items. - Each object can be fully described. - Database
reference for each database objects is built-in. - Database reference for each database objects is generated after each search - Search across entire directory structure for matching database objects - Database reference includes type of object and other fields such as name, title, author,
description, date, location, project name and library - Find it EZ interface enables you to export the database objects results to XLS file, then you can save it on your computer or automatically open it. - Supports Wildcard operator for text and comments with search scope limited by a
parameter - Supports Regular Expression operator for text and comments - Supports boolean logic operator 'AND', 'OR' and 'NOT' - Supports Delete command for database objects - Supports the Application Support Explorer - Supports Project support explorer - Supports user settings
through user saved settings - Supports Save project settings - Supports Save session settings - Supports Save as alias - Supports Save as template - Supports Save session as alias - Supports Save session template - Supports Save as event - Supports Multiple projects and source codes
navigation -
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System Requirements For Find It EZ:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or better, Intel Core 2 Duo or better, AMD Athlon 64 X2 or better, Intel Core i3, Intel Core i5 or better, Intel Core i7
or better Intel Core 2 Duo or better, Intel Core 2 Duo or better, AMD Athlon 64 X2 or better, Intel Core i3, Intel Core i5 or better, Intel Core
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